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ABSTRACT: ,]ZQVO�\PM�.ZWVLM�WN ���� �����\PM�
absolute monarchy of  France came under attack both 
Ja�_MIXWV[�IVL�Ja�_WZL[��)�ZMTI`I\QWV�QV�KMV[WZ[PQX�
laws during the four-year period of  unrest led to the 
production of  thousands of  pamphlets, known as 
Mazarinades, which discussed the nature of  the French 
UWVIZKPa�IVL�XW_MZ��)T\PW]OP�UW[\�_MZM�NWK][ML�
on the Prime Minister, Cardinal Mazarin, a subset 
also considered the role of  the Queen Dowager and 
:MOMV\��)VVM�WN �)][\ZQI��.IK\QWV[�JW\P�NWZ�IVL�IOIQV[\�
the monarchy expressed a fear of  her public role in 
government: as a female ruler, they worried that Anne 
would be too passionate and gullible to be able to gov-
MZV�NIQZTa��8IUXPTM\MMZ[�XZM[MV\ML�PMZ�I[�I�LQ[WZLMZQVO�
ÅO]ZM��WVM�_PW�\]ZVML�\PM�VI\]ZIT�[WKQIT�PQMZIZKPQM[�WN �
\PM�MIZTa�UWLMZV�MZI�]X[QLM�LW_V��<W�[WUM��[PM�_I[�I�
puppet for Mazarin, who they believed seduced her; to 
others, by acting as regent she neglected her quintes-
[MV\QITTa�NMUQVQVM�UI\MZVIT�ZWTM[��)TT�IOZMML�\PI\�)VVM�
_I[�]V[]Q\IJTM�I[�ZMOMV\��=[QVO�I�^IZQM\a�WN �TQ\MZIZa�
techniques, Mazarinade authors ultimately demanded 
that she resign, pleading with Anne to return to the 
XZQ^I\M��LWUM[\QK�_WZTL�WN �_WUMV�
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Introduction

Everyone, it seemed, had an opinion on the regency 
WN �)VVM�WN �)][\ZQI��1VLMML��UQL�[M^MV\MMV\P�KMV\]Za�
France was a veritable “open season” on the reputation 
WN �\PM�;XIVQ[P�JWZV�Y]MMV��3TMQVUIV��! ���������;PM�
PIL�JMKWUM�[WTM�ZMOMV\�NWZ�PMZ�[WV�4W]Q[�QV������_PMV�
she had dissolved the Regency Council her husband 
had established; her reign had already overseen the end 
WN �\PM�<PQZ\a�AMIZ¼[�?IZ��5MZZQKS��!!���������,M[XQ\M�
\PQ[��PMZ�TMILMZ[PQX�IVL�PMZ�ZMX]\I\QWV�KIUM�]VLMZ�ÅZM��
This was especially true during the civil wars of  the 
.ZWVLM��6W\�WVTa�LQL�\PM�.ZWVLM]Z[�LQZMK\Ta�KPITTMVOM�
her authority, but they claimed that they did so in 
\PM�VIUM�WN �\PM�3QVO��4W]Q[�@1>��*ISW[�������������
.]Z\PMZUWZM��PMZ�WXXWVMV\[�WXMVML�\PM�ÆWWLOI\M[�
for new discourse, questioning Anne’s very ability to 
Z]TM�I[�I�NMUITM�ZMOMV\��6W_PMZM�Q[�\PQ[�KTMIZMZ�\PIV�QV�
the Mazarinade pamphlets published throughout the 
]VZM[\��*MKI][M�WN �\PM�ZMTI`I\QWV�WN �KMV[WZ[PQX�TI_[��
over the course of  four years thousands of  pamphlets 
engaged in a discourse about the nature of  absolute 
UWVIZKPa�QV�\PM�.ZMVKP�OW^MZVUMV\��5MZZQKS��!!���
�� #�*ISW[�������������5W[\�WN �\PM[M��I[�\PM�VIUM�
suggests, focused on the role of  Anne’s Prime Minister, 
\PM�1\ITQIV�+IZLQVIT�2]TM[�5IbIZQV��*]\�W\PMZ[�LQ[-
K][[ML�)VVM��<PMa�KZQ\QY]ML�PMZ�OW^MZVUMV\��WٺMZML�
paternal advice, and attempted to pull back the curtain 
WN �PMZ�JMLKPIUJMZ��1V�LWQVO�[W��XIUXPTM\MMZ[�^WQKML�
questions and fears regarding the role of  women in 
\PM�.ZMVKP�OW^MZVUMV\��<PQ[�XIXMZ�QTT][\ZI\M[�\PI\�\PM�
Mazarinade pamphlets of  the Fronde in France see 
Anne of  Austria’s regency as the origin of  the unrest 
\PZW]OPW]\�\PM�KW]V\Za��<PZW]OP�I�^IZQM\a�WN �TQ\MZIZa�
devices and rhetoric, pamphleteers both for and against 
her government reinforce the weakness of  female rea-
[WV�QV�WZLMZ�\W�QUXW[M�\PMQZ�NMIZ[�WN �NMUITM�TMILMZ[PQX�

A Topsy-Turvy Regency 

As a woman governing independently of  male super-
vision, Anne posed a threat to the traditional French 
Z]TQVO�WZLMZ��)[�I�ZM[]T\��PMZ�ZMOMVKa�IVL�PMZ�ZMTI\QWV-
[PQX�_Q\P�PMZ�ÅZ[\�UQVQ[\MZ�VW\�WVTa�_I[�KWV[QLMZML�
]VVI\]ZIT�J]\�IV�QV^MZ[QWV�WN �\PM�VI\]ZIT�[WKQIT�WZLMZ��
Given that women were forbidden from ruling under 
;ITQK�4I_��XIUXPTM\MMZ[�NMIZML�\PM�ZIUQÅKI\QWV[�WN �
[]KP�I�ÆIOZIV\�^QWTI\QWV�WN �VI\]ZM��5MZZQKS��!!���� ����
To them, Anne’s government was a world turned up-
[QLM�LW_V��1\�_I[�I�XTIKM�_PMZM�IV�QVNMZQWZ�KW]TL�][]ZX�

the position of  their master and a woman could take 
\PM�XTIKM�WN �I�UIV��5MZZQKS��!!������#�� ����)]\PWZ[�
depicted this upset in established ruling hierarchies by 
describing instances where Anne shirks her maternal 
L]\QM[�I[�ZMOMV\��1V�WVM�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�^]TOIZ�XIUXPTM\��
)VVM�PMZ[MTN �ILUQ\[�\PQ[�QV^MZ[QWV��-VKPIV\ML�I[�
Anne is by her prime minister, the author implies, she 
Q[�¹KWV\MV\�\W�[IKZQÅKM�M^MZa�L]\aº�QV�WZLMZ�\W�[I\Q[Na�
her relationship with him, even those of  her own sons’ 
_MTT�JMQVO��3TMQVUIV��! ���������;PM�Q[�KWV\MV\�QV�
PMZ�LMJI]KPMZa��1V�I�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�LIUVQVO�[\I\MUMV\��
another pamphlet even suggests that it was not Anne 
but Mazarin who “a enlevé scandaleusement… la 
sacrée personne du Roy” (scandalously raised… the 
[IKZML�XMZ[WV�WN �\PM�3QVO��IVL�PQ[�JZW\PMZ��)T\PW]OP�
as mother and Regent she is tasked with looking after 
both the political and physical body of  her regnant 
[WV��)VVM�Q[�QVKIXIJTM�WN �N]TÅTTQVO�MQ\PMZ��5Q\KPMTT�
���!����������<PW]OP�[PM�UIa�[XMIS�¹QV�\PM�VIUM�WN �
the king”, Anne equally betrays the duty of  the body 
XWTQ\QK�\W�Z]TM�QV�I�¹R][\�IVL�XI\MZVITQ[\QKº�UIVVMZ��)[�
a result, yet another perversion must take place: a man 
U][\�ZIQ[M�PMZ�KPQTLZMV��8IUXPTM\MMZ[�NMIZML�\PI\�)VVM�
loved her minister more than her own son, allowing her 
manufactured passion to overrule her sense of  reason 
�3TMQVUIV��! ��������

Passion and Possession 

Some authors attempted to understand the topsy-turvy 
VI\]ZM�WN �)VVM¼[�ZMOMVKa�QV�\MZU[�WN �MVKPIV\UMV\��1V�
their eyes, the queen herself  could not be the source 
of  the court’s corruption; an unnatural situation could 
WVTa�JM�KI][ML�Ja�]VVI\]ZIT�UMIV[��*a�][QVO�\PM�ZPM\-
oric of  magic, they were able to instead shift the blame 
\W�PMZ�ÅZ[\�UQVQ[\MZ��UISQVO�PQU�\PM�[KIXMOWI\�NWZ�\PM�
]VZM[\��<PM[M�IV\Q�5IbIZQV�LQ[KW]Z[M[�IZO]M�\PI\�¹XIZ�
ses enchantemens et ses sortilèges” (by his witchcraft 
IVL�PQ[�MVKPIV\UMV\[��\PM�Y]MMV¼[�ÅZ[\�UQVQ[\MZ�PIL�
KI][ML�PMZ�WJ[M[[QWV�NWZ�PQU��0Q[�XZWUQVMVKM�QV�PMZ�
government was the result of  supernatural activity 
�+IZZQMZ��! ����)[�I�ZM[]T\�WN �\PM[M�[XMTT[��PM�LWUQVI\ML�
her, bent the government to his will, and, more seri-
ously, threatened the sanctity of  an already vulnerable 
JWLa�XWTQ\QK��5MZZQKS��!!����!����;QUQTIZTa��W\PMZ�XIU-
phlets characterized his hold over the government with 
W\PMZ�MY]ITTa�[]XMZVI\]ZIT�UMIV[��)KKWZLQVO�\W�\PQ[�
view, Mazarin is a demon who possesses the queen and 
VMML[�\W�JM�M`WZKQ[ML���!����<PM�][M�WN �\PM�[]XMZVI\]-

1 “Contract du marriage du parlement et la ville de Paris,” in La Fronde, constestation démocratique et misère paysanne: 52 Mazarinades, ed. By Hubert Carrier (Paris: EDHIS, 1982), 
7. As most Mazarinades, including those discussed in this paper, are not available in English, all translations into English have been made by the author.

2 Mitchell, Queen, Mother, and Stateswoman, 13. Mitchell also notes that the combination of maternal love and political exclusion in the queen mother made French queens dowager 
ideally suited to the role of regent, as they were deemed less likely to usurp the throne. By the time of Anne’s regency, this tradition was well established.
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ZMI[WV��

A Poisonous Body: Pro-Mazarin Rhetoric

Even pro-Mazarin discourses agreed with the portrait 
WN �)VVM�I[�I�LQ[WZLMZQVO�ZMOMV\��?PMZMI[�XZW�.ZWVLM]Z�
authors argued that that disorder was the result of  her 
XW[[M[[QWV�Ja�PMZ�ÅZ[\�UQVQ[\MZ��PQ[�[]XXWZ\MZ[�QV[\MIL�
declared that enchantment was necessary to maintain 
OWWL�OW^MZVIVKM�QV�.ZIVKM��;QUQTIZ�\W�TI\MZ�XIUXPTM\[�
attacking Marie Antoinette, Anne was cast as the 
KWZZ]X\QVO�ÅO]ZM�_PW�XWTT]\ML�\PM�.ZMVKP�KW]Z\��*W\P�
were strangers and women, which made them danger-
W][��-IZTa�UWLMZV�.ZIVKM�_I[�VW\�I�_MTKWUQVO�XTIKM��
1VLMML��_PMV�)VVM�PIL�ÅZ[\�IZZQ^ML�I\�KW]Z\�[PM�PIL�
even had sanctions placed on her household precisely 
JMKI][M�WN �PMZ�;XIVQ[P�WZQOQV[��:WLQMZ��������� ���
Furthermore, both queens inhabited a liminal space 
between their roles in the private and public political 
spheres that Mazarin supporters placed at the centre of  
WVOWQVO�]VZM[\��0]V\����������#�5MZZQKS��!!����!�� ���
Throughout her reign, attacks on Marie Antoinette’s 
morality emphasized her role as a “political tarantula” 
causing the degeneration of  the French royalty (Hunt 
��������!���0MZ�JWLa�_I[�JW\P�¹XWTT]\ML�_Q\P�KZQUM[º�
and corruptive; she was so obsessed with debauchery 
\PI\�Q\�XZM^MV\ML�PMZ�NZWU�N]TÅTTQVO�PMZ�NMUQVQVM�ZWTM�
I[�I�UW\PMZ�����#������<PM�[IUM�KIV�JM�[IQL�NWZ�)VVM��
0MZ�LQ[WZLMZQVO�QVÆ]MVKM�Q[�LM[KZQJML�I[�XMVM\ZI\QVO�
M^MZa�I[XMK\�WN �\PM�.ZMVKP�KW]Z\��¹-`KMX\u�\ZWQ[�LW]-
bIQVM[�LM�ÅLMTº��M`KMX\�\PZMM�LWbMV�NIQ\PN]T�UMV���ITT�
of  its members must be expelled by a heroic Mazarin 
because of  their complicity in the Regent’s misguided 
LMJI]KPMZa��+IZZQMZ��! �������4QSM�5IZQM�)V\WQVM\\M��
her body cannot be separated from the state (Merrick 
�!!����!����)[�_M�PI^M�ITZMILa�[MMV��5IbIZQVILM[�\WW�
called into question her ability to govern as regent, 
ZMOIZLTM[[�WN �_PI\�[QLM�\PMa�\WWS�QV�\PM�KWVÆQK\��?M�
have also seen that, like her relation 140 years later, her 
maternal instincts were called into question because 
of  the balance she maintained as a female regent in a 
UITM�LWUQVI\ML�OW^MZVUMV\���! ���=VTQSM�5IZQM�)V-
toinette, however, there is disagreement over the degree 
WN �)VVM¼[�K]TXIJQTQ\a��+IZZQMZ��! ��� ���<PI\�JMQVO�[IQL��
there is no question for the pro-Mazarin pamphleteers: 
)VVM¼[�O]QT\�Q[�\W\IT��

?M�KIV�[MM�\PQ[�XZW�5IbIZQV�XMZ[XMK\Q^M�WV�)VVM�QV�
the pamphlet “Dialogue de Iodelet et de L’Orviatan” 

ral in this way, however, not only scapegoats Mazarin 
but removes Anne from both responsibilities for her 
IK\QWV[�I[�ZMOMV\��?PM\PMZ�XW[Q\Q^M�WZ�VMOI\Q^M��\PM[M�
pamphlets indicate that her actions leading up to and 
L]ZQVO�\PM�.ZWVLM�_MZM�[QUXTa�VW\�PMZ�NI]T\��:I\PMZ��Q\�
is Mazarin who, as sorcerer and demon, acts as the sur-
ZWOI\M�^QK\QU�NWZ�\PM�.ZMVKP�KW]Z\��<PM�Y]MMV¼[�O]TTQJTM�
VI\]ZM�IJ[WT^M[�PMZ�NZWU�O]QT\�

Other authors blamed this perversion of  the natural hi-
MZIZKPa�WV�I�_WUIV¼[�XI[[QWV[��<W�_IZV�)VVM�IOIQV[\�
the dangerous and unnatural character of  her rule, 
they invoked the personalities of  historical female rul-
MZ[��)T\PW]OP�.ZIVKM�PIL�I�\ZILQ\QWV�WN �NMUITM�ZMOMVKa��
pamphleteers sought to demonstrate how impossible it 
_W]TL�JM�NWZ�\PM�[KMX\ZM�\W�JM�KWV\ZWTTML�Ja�\PM�LQ[\Iٺ�
�;TI^MV��!!���������)[�2WVI\PIV�5MZZQKS�QVLQKI\M[��
ongoing debates about a woman’s nature at the time of  
the Fronde stressed that women were morally infe-
ZQWZ�\W�UMV��<PMa�Z]TML�Ja�\PMQZ�_PQU[�ZI\PMZ�\PIV�
Ja�ZMI[WV��5MZZQKS��!!���� ����+MZ\IQVTa��QV�.ZIVKM��
it was this assumed emotional character that pre-
KT]LML�_WUMV�NZWU�UW[\�UMIV[�WN �Z]TMZ[PQX��=VTQSM�
Habsburg women in other regions, Salic law “barred 
women from all aspects of  royal succession” and 
XZWPQJQ\ML�I�\ZILQ\QWV�WN �NMUITM�Z]TM��5Q\KPMTT����!��
�����<PM�5IbIZQVILM[¼�][M�WN �¹VW\WZQW][�XW_MZN]T�
women”, such as Agrippina and Brunhild, underlines 
\PM�VMML�NWZ�UI[K]TQVM�OW^MZVIVKM��3TI][���������!���
By comparing the “gullible and incompetent” Anne to 
these women, pamphleteers situated her in a tradition 
where passion caused “eternal punishment” (Merrick 
�!!���� �#�3TI][���������!���1V�WVM�XIUXPTM\��;IQV\�
Geneviève tells Anne that she is just like these notori-
W][�_WUMV��)OZQXXQVI��NWZ�M`IUXTM��_I[�JTQVLML�Ja�
PMZ�IUJQ\QW][�VI\]ZM��0MZ�ZMOMVKa�NWZ�PMZ�[WV�6MZW�
led directly to his disastrous reign, and eventually to 
PMZ�W_V�LMUQ[M��1UXTQKQ\�QV�\PM�ITT][QWV�Q[�I�_IZVQVO�
IJW]\�WVM�ZMOMVKa�\W�IVW\PMZ��1N �)VVM�KWV\QV]M[�\W�TM\�
her love prevail over her reason, she will face a similar 
NI\M��5MZZQKS��!!���� �#�3TI][���������!���<PM�[IUM�
Q[�\Z]M�_Q\P�*Z]VPQTL��2][\�I[�[PM�WZLMZML�\PM�U]ZLMZ�
in service of  her rage against another queen, so too is 
Anne “responsible for millions of  murders” on account 
of  her role in instigating civil unrest in France (Merrick 
�!!���� �#�3TI][���������!���<PZW]OP�\PM[M�ITT][QWV[��
Mazarinade authors warned Anne of  the dangers of  a 
OW^MZVUMV\�TML�Ja�NMUQVQVM�MUW\QWVITQ\a��8IUXPTM\MMZ[�
pleaded with her, entreating her to trust in masculine 

3 Hunt also illustrates how Marie Antoinette was compared to the abstract state, which in republican discourse was cast as the ideal mother. !e same concern is also present in the 
Mazarinades; pamphleteers argue that that Anne is too attached to the king, whose true mother is the state. See Merrick, “!e Cardinal and the Queen,” 688-9.
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�,QITWO]M�JM\_MMV�1WLMTM\�IVL�7Z^QI\IV���<PM�KPIZ-
acter of  L’Orvatian, an Italian like Mazarin, demon-
[\ZI\M[�\W�\PM�I]LQMVKM�\PM�]ZOMV\�VMML�NWZ�I�UITM�ÅO]ZM�
\W�[]XMZ^Q[M�\PM�ZMOMV\¼[�IK\Q^Q\QM[��+IZZQMZ��! ��� ���
Under Anne, it is chaos: the nobles are in servitude, the 
XZQVKM[�¹OW]^MZVMb�XIZ�TM[�KWY]QV[�M\�LM[�QVLQٺMZMV[º�
�IZM�OW^MZVML�Ja�\PM�QUXQ[P�IVL�QVLQٺMZMV\���IVL�\PM�
+TMZOa�KIVVW\�MٺMK\Q^MTa�[MZ^M�\PMQZ�ÆWKS������?Q\P�[]KP�
disorder, Mazarin’s domination of  the government 
becomes a need in order to preserve “la tranquilité 
X]JTQY]Mº��\PM�X]JTQK�WZLMZ��WN �.ZIVKM������?Q\P�)VVM�
“incapable dans l’autorité” (incapable of  governing), 
the pro-Mazarin view argues that he had to “dissipé 
les tenebres…, pris le time de l’Estat,” and “ conduit la 
Regence de la Reyne” (eliminate the shadows…, take 
the reins of  the State… and steer the Queen’s Regen-
Ka���;QUXTa�X]\��[PM�KW]TL�VW\�MٺMK\Q^MTa�LW�[W�PMZ[MTN �
�����<P][�)VVM¼[�8ZQUM�5QVQ[\MZ�LWM[�VW\�][]ZX�PMZ�XW-
[Q\QWV��:I\PMZ��Q\�Q[�PQ[�OWWL�KWVL]K\�\PI\�[M\[�PMZ�WV�I�
JM\\MZ�KW]Z[M�WN �IK\QWV��?Q\PW]\�5IbIZQV¼[�O]QLIVKM�\W�
eliminate supporters of  the Frondeurs, L’Orvatian ar-
gues, “tout est corrompu” (everything is corrupt) within 
\PM�KW]Z\������7\PMZ�IKKW]V\[�WN �\PM�ZMOMVKa�[MM�5IbI-
ZQV�I[�IV�WZLMZQVO�ÅO]ZM��1V�PQ[�UMUWQZ[��NWZ�M`IUXTM��
+IZLQVIT�LM�:M\b�ZMKWZL[�I���� �MXQ[WLM�QV�_PQKP�I�
hot-tempered Anne responded to a request to release 
political prisoners with violent words and an equally 
^QWTMV\�XTIV�WN �IK\QWV��5IbIZQV��PW_M^MZ��¹KITUML�PMZ�
down”, and persuaded the queen to a more reasonable 
IXXZWIKP��3TMQVUIV��! ����� ���

Disenchantment

Inevitably, however, many pamphleteers urged an 
end to the enchantment and the regent to come to 
PMZ�[MV[M[��<W�LW�[W��)VVM�VMMLML�\W�ZMKWOVQbM�PMZ�
problematic role as regent and focus on her respon-
[QJQTQ\QM[�I[�I�UW\PMZ��2][\�I[�XIUXPTM\MMZ[�[I_�PMZ�I[�
“possessed … and obsessed” to the detriment of  her 
“conjugal, maternal and regal responsibilities”, so 
too did they see the release of  the enchantment as an 
WXXWZ\]VQ\a�WZ�)VVM�\W�IKKMX\��5MZZQKS��!!���� !���
Indeed, this is the outcome that many a Mazarinade 
MVKW]ZIOM[��)T\PW]OP�5IbIZQV�PIL�MV[VIZML�PMZ��)VVM�
ought to break free, recognize her shortcomings, and 
ZMKMLM�QV\W�XZQ^I\M�TQNM��4¼7Z^I\QIV�IVL�1WLMTM\�]ZOM�
her to step back from her role as regent and even to 
“prenez le Cilice” (take up the veil) and cloister herself  
QV�I�KWV^MV\��+IZZQMZ��! �������1V�I�[QUQTIZ�\ZMI\UMV\��
Saint Genevieve encourages Anne “take seriously her 
responsibility” as a caretaker for her son’s kingdom and 
\W�TQ[\MV�\W�\PM�.ZMVKP�XMWXTM�I[�Q[�Å\\QVO�NWZ�I�UW\PMZ�
�3TI][�������� ����1V�\PQ[�VIZZI\Q^M��)VVM�PIL�ITZMILa�
awoken from her enchantment by the time the saint 
PIL�IZZQ^ML��1VLMML��[PM�ZMITQbML�\PI\�[PM�PIL�JMMV�
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]VLMZ�\PM�QVÆ]MVKM�WN �I�TW^M�XW\QWV��?Q\P�\PM�PMTX�WN �
Saint Genevieve’s intervention, the regent comes to 
recognize that she will be able to restore the natural 
PQMZIZKPQM[�\PI\�[PM�PIL�^QWTI\ML��<PQ[�ZM[\WZI\QWV�KW]TL�
only be done by releasing Mazarin from his service and 
Ja�[\MXXQVO�I_Ia�NZWU�X]JTQK�TQNM��7VTa�\PMV�KIV�)VVM�
UISM�IUMVL[�NWZ�PMZ�KZQUM��3TI][���������!� ����;QU-
ilar to Iodelet’s plea for her to enter a convent, in this 
VIZZI\Q^M�\WW�)VVM�[\MX[�I_Ia�NZWU�PMZ�ZWTM�I[�ZMOMV\��
Although it is not clear whether she cloisters herself  
as he and L’Orvatian advise, this version of  Anne also 
IVVW]VKM[�\PI\�ÅVITTa�LQ[MVKPIV\ML��[PM�_QTT�ZM\QZM��
Distancing herself  from the discord she caused, she will 
¹ZMÆMK\�]XWV�\PM�M^QT[�[PM�PI[�JZW]OP\º�\W�PMZ�[WV¼[�
SQVOLWU��3TI][�������� ���

Conclusion

In conclusion, the Mazarinades of  the mid-seven-
teenth century reveal anxiety around female leadership 
QV�.ZIVKM��)T\PW]OP�\PM�SQVOLWU�PIL�I�\ZILQ\QWV�WN �
female regency, during the unrest of  the Fronde these 
KWVKMZV[�\WWS�WV�I�VM_�XWTQ\QKIT�UMIVQVO��1VLMML��
it was widely felt that Anne of  Austria’s role as re-
gent without a regency council unnaturally inverted 
\PM�XZM�M`Q[\QVO�JMTQMN[�QV�NMUITM�QVNMZQWZQ\a�\W�UMV��
8IUXPTM\MMZ[�KWVK]ZZML�_Q\P�\PM[M�JMTQMN[��1V�\PMQZ�
eyes, Anne was too passionate to rule well, like many 
PQ[\WZQKIT�_WUMV�JMNWZM�PMZ��;]J[MY]MV\Ta��\PMa�[I_�
PMZ�I[�I�LQ[WZLMZQVO�ÅO]ZM�QV�\PM�.ZMVKP�OW^MZVUMV\��
;WUM�5IbIZQVILM[�\ZQML�\W�LMÆMK\�\PM�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�
from Anne’s person by using a language of  enchant-
UMV\��<PM�LQ[KWZL�_I[�VW\�)VVM¼[�NI]T\�J]\�\PI\�WN �
5IbIZQV��\PM�8ZQUM�5QVQ[\MZ�_PW�XW[[M[[ML�PMZ��<PM[M�
depictions, however, shared the belief  in her passionate 
VI\]ZM��;]KP�[MV\QUMV\[�M^MV�KZW[[ML�NIK\QWV�TQVM[��_Q\P�
opponents of  the Frondeurs also viewing the queen 
I[�I�PW\�\MUXMZML�IVL�LQ[WZLMZQVO�ÅO]ZM�QV�VMML�WN �
UITM�[]XMZ^Q[QWV��1V�\PM�MVL��\PM�XIUXPTM\MMZ[�]ZOML�
for a restoration of  a familiar balance where Anne was 
VW�TWVOMZ�I�X]JTQK�ÅO]ZM��<PI\�Q[��\PMa�MVKW]ZIOML�I�
ZM\ZMI\�NZWU�X]JTQK�TQNM��)]\PWZ[�XZM[[ML�NWZ�I�ZM\]ZV�
of  the status quo, where a man was in control of  the 
government, where a queen lived away from the public 
MaM��IVL�_PMZM�I�SQVO�KW]TL�N]TÅTT�PQ[�W_V�JWLa�XWTQ\QK�
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